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Webinars:
These practical and interactive 90-minute sessions provide you and your students 
with an easy solution to fitting CPD and revision into your busy schedule. With no 
special tech requirements or travel and cover expenses, this cost-effective way of 
training will supply you with sample material, give access to experts and enable 

you to join lively online discussions all from the comfort of your classroom.

Interactive Digital 
Resources

On-Demand
Sit back and take it all in, or better 

yet get involved... with active 

discussions, live polls and the 

ability to directly ask presenters 

questions, how much you  

interact is up to you!

Download resources during or 

prior to the live webinar; you can 

even edit them to suit you and 

your learners’ needs.

All webinars are recorded and emailed 

to you the next day! Plus... 6-month 

access means you can refresh your 

memory, check the facts and even  

share it with other members of  

your department.

Book before 6th May 2016 and receive 20% off  
any of our CPD training days!

Simply use the code WB0006191* when making your booking online.

SPECIAL
OFFER

*Terms and conditions apply. UK and European educational establishments only. Orders must be placed via the Hodder Education website by 06/05/2016 
using discount code WB0006191. Not valid in conjunction with any other offer, discount cannot be applied retrospectively. Discount applies only to events.

Hodder Education provides a variety of services to schools and colleges, from expert led CPD and student 
revision days to a wide range of innovative print and digital resources. Trusted to help teachers teach 
and students learn, our training days will build confidence, increase motivation and provide you with 
guidance on how to overcome challenges and deliver the qualification successfully.

31

Teaching and  
Learning Resources Review Magazine

Student Books and 
Rolling Revision

Face-to-face
Expert led, educational  
training days and conferences

Webinars
Practical and interactive  
90-minute online sessions

In-school
Flexible, customised training 
brought to you

CPD and Student 
Revision31
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Presenter:
Andrew Colclough

Chair: 
Eric Magee

Location: 
Central London: Thursday, 12 May 2016

Why attend?
Whether you’re currently teaching Edexcel A2 American Politics, 
or looking to teach this unit in the future, this course will improve 
your ability to deliver two key topics from Unit 4C: The Presidency 
and the Supreme Court. Focus on developing your knowledge and 
understanding of these topics, developing strategies to teach them 
effectively and return to your class with a broad range of relevant 
evidence and appropriate evidence-based resources.

• Consider aspects of the two topics which students find 
particularly difficult

• Gain resources to help teach these two topics

• Examine the skills needed for exam success

Course fee: £249 + VAT

Course code: POEA120516

10.15am    Registration and coffee

10.30am  Welcome and introductions

10.35am  The Presidency
• Develop your knowledge and understanding of the 

Presidency, including the more challenging aspects of 
the topic

• Look at a Scheme of Work used to teach this topic
• Contemplate and develop the best strategies for teaching 

the Presidency
• Consider aspects of the Presidency which students find 

particularly demanding
• Gain resources to help with teaching the Presidency
• Examine the skills needed to deal with exam questions 

on the Presidency

1.00pm    Lunch

2.00pm  The Supreme Court
• Develop your knowledge and understanding of the  
   Supreme Court, including the more challenging aspects    
   of the topic
• Look at a Scheme of Work used to teach this topic
• Contemplate and develop the best strategies for teaching  
   the Supreme Court
• Consider aspects of the Supreme Court which students  
   find particularly demanding
• Gain resources to help with teaching the Supreme Court
• Examine the skills needed to deal with exam questions  
   on the Supreme Court

  Afternoon tea will be available during this session

4.00pm    Course ends

EDEXCEL A2 AMERICAN POLITICS MASTERCLASS:   
UNIT 4C GOVERNING THE USA

A2
RELEVANT

FOR
EDEXCEL

TOPICS MASTERCLASS

Andrew Colclough
Experienced examiner of US and UK Politics and currently a 
Team Leader for Edexcel American Politics.

Toby Cooper
Experienced teacher and A-level examiner for Politics and 
History.

Nick Gallop
Experienced teacher and former Examiner of the AQA Politics 
specification. He has led Politics departments in 2 large 
schools and is the author of the Constitution & Constitutional 
Reform Advanced TopicMaster (2011) as well as the AQA 
Workbooks for AS Units 1 and 2 (2014).

Jessica Hardy
Head of Politics at St. Francis Xavier College, where her 
students consistently achieve high grades above the national 
benchmark. She contributes in the Politics Review magazine 
and is a Team Leader for Unit 4 Politics Route B.

Paul Jeater
An experienced Senior Examiner and Politics teacher.

John Jeffries
Head of Sixth Form and Politics at Warwick School.

Hywel Jones
Head Teacher at West London Free School with a background 
in International Relations theory at undergraduate and 
postgraduate level.

Simon Lemieux
Senior Teacher and Head of History and Politics at The 
Portsmouth Grammar School. He is an experienced teacher of 
AQA A2 American Politics. He has also contributed a number of 
articles on US Politics to Politics Review online.

Eric Magee
Editor of Politics Review and Consultant Editor for Politics 
publications, Philip Allan.

Neil McNaughton
Full-time consultant and author and was formerly Head 
of Politics and Economics at University College School, 
Hampstead.

Professor Karen Smith
Karen is on the faculty of the International Relations 
Department at the London School of Economics. She is an EU 
expert. Her most recent book is European Union Foreign Policy 
in a Changing World, Third Edition, Polity Press, 2014.

Clare Stansfield
Head of History and Classics and an experienced teacher 
of Politics at St. Francis Xavier College. She contributes 
for Politics Review online and is a team leader for a major 
examining board’s History paper.

John Wright
Head of Humanities at Esher Sixth Form College. He teaches 
Edexcel A level Politics and History and is an experienced 
examiner.

PRESENTERS INCLUDE:



TOPICS MASTERCLASS
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Presenter:
Toby Cooper

Chair: 
Eric Magee

Location: 
Central London: Wednesday, 22 June 2016

Why attend?
Prepare your students for the highest possible grades in their 
Edexcel AS Politics exams by gaining strategies to improve your 
teaching of these three key AS Unit 2 topics: The Constitution, 
Parliament and The Prime Minister and Cabinet.  

• Develop your knowledge and understanding of these three topics, 
particularly their more challenging aspects

• Develop strategies to teach the three topics effectively and receive 
resources for your teaching

• Examine the skills needed for exam success

Course fee: £249 + VAT

Course code: PO220616

10.00am    Registration and coffee

10.10am  Welcome and introductions

10.20am  The Constitution
• Develop your knowledge and understanding of The 

Constitution; including the more challenging aspects of 
the topic

• Look at a Scheme of Work used to teach this topic
• Develop the best strategies for teaching The Constitution
• Consider aspects of the topic which students find  

particularly demanding
• Examine the skills needed to deal with exam questions 

on The Constitution 

11.30am    Morning coffee  

11.50am  Parliament
• Develop your knowledge and understanding of Parliament; 

particularly the more challenging aspects of the topic
• Look at a Scheme of Work used to teach this topic
• Develop the best strategies for teaching Parliament
• Consider aspects of the topic which students find  

particularly demanding
• Examine the skills needed to deal with exam questions 

on Parliament 

1.00pm    Lunch

2.00pm  The Prime Minister and Cabinet
• Develop your knowledge and understanding of the Prime  
   Minister and Cabinet; particularly the more challenging  
   aspects of the topic
• Look at a Scheme of Work used to teach this topic
• Develop the best strategies for teaching the Prime  
   Minister and Cabinet
• Consider aspects of the topic which students find  
   particularly demanding
• Examine the skills needed to deal with exam questions  
   on the Prime Minister and Cabinet

  Afternoon tea will be available during this session

4.00pm    Course ends

EDEXCEL AS POLITICS MASTERCLASS;   
UNIT 2 GOVERNING THE UK

RELEVANT
FOR

EDEXCEL
AS

Presenters:  John Jeffries, Professor Karen Smith  
& John Wright

Chair: Eric Magee

Location: Central London: Wednesday, 22 June 2016

Why attend?
• To improve your examination expertise and enable your students 

to achieve higher grades for: 

-  15-mark short-answer questions  

-  45-mark essay questions

• To improve your subject knowledge and expertise in 2 key areas  
of the specification:  

-  Unit 3 European Union and Regionalism  

-  Unit 4 Environmental Issues

Course fee: £249 + VAT

Course code: POG220616

10.00am    Registration and coffee

10.30am  Welcome and introductions

10.35am  Environmental issues
Is progress on resolving the impact of climate change 
possible?

11.35am    Morning coffee  

11.55am  Assessment: the perfect 45 marker
How to write an excellent Global Politics essay

1.00pm    Lunch

2.00pm  The European Union: Is the EU becoming a federal state?

3.00pm  Assessment: the perfect 15 marker
How to write an excellent global politics short-answer 
question

  Afternoon tea will be available during this session

4.00pm    Course ends

EDEXCEL GLOBAL POLITICS UPDATE 
  

A-LEVEL
RELEVANT

FOR
EDEXCEL
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Presenters:
John Jeffries & Neil McNaughton

Chair: 
Eric Magee

Location: 
Central London: Wednesday, 12 October 2016

Why attend?
John and Neil will discuss the summer 2016 Unit Tests, review 
how students performed/lessons learned and provide you with 
strategies to maximise success in 2017. You will also focus on the 
different question types and gain guidance on how to tackle and 
improve on these.  

• Look at what questions posed students problems

• Discuss returned marked scripts

• Share ideas, concerns and questions with colleagues

Course fee: £249 + VAT

Course code: POG121016

10.00am    Registration and coffee

10.10am  Welcome and introductions

10.15am  Unit 1: People and Politics
•  Review how students performed in the summer 2016 AS 

Unit Test
•  Improving performance in 5, 10 and 25-mark questions
•  Look at improving the performance of your students in 

2017

11.30am    Morning coffee  

11.45am  Unit 2: Governing the UK
•  Review how students performed in the summer 2016 AS 

Unit Test
• Tackling stimulus-based questions
• Improving performance in 5, 10 and 25-mark questions
•  Find out how to maximise marks in the 40-mark 

extended writing question
•  Look at improving the performance of your students in 2017

1.00pm    Lunch

2.00pm  Unit 3D: Structures of Global Politics
Unit 4D: Global Political Issues
•  Receive an overview of the summer 2016 Unit Tests
•  Focus on short-answer and essay questions which 

caused problems
• Review and discuss returned marked scripts
• Lessons for future Unit Tests

  Afternoon tea will be available during this session

4.00pm    Course ends

EDEXCEL AS POLITICS AND A2 GLOBAL POLITICS 
Lessons from the Summer 2016 Unit Tests and how to improve results in 2017

RELEVANT
FOR

EDEXCEL
A-LEVELAS

Presenters:
Jessica Hardy, Neil McNaughton & Clare Stansfield 

Chair: 
Eric Magee

Location: 
Central London: Wednesday, 12 October 2016

Why attend?
Join Jessica, Neil and Clare as they guide you through the lessons 
learnt from the summer exams and provide details of how to 
improve for 2017.  

• Identify how to approach the different question types and focus on 
how to maximise marks

• Share ideas, concerns and questions with colleagues

• Review the summer Unit Tests and gain strategies to improve 
future performance

Course fee: £249 + VAT

Course code: POE121016

10.00am    Registration and coffee

10.10am  Welcome and introductions

10.15am  Unit 1: People and Politics
•  Review how students performed in the summer 2016 

Unit Test
•  Improving the performance in 5, 10 and 25-mark questions
• Maximising the performance of your students in 2017

11.30am    Morning coffee  

11.45am  Unit 2: Governing the UK
•  Review how students performed in the summer 2016 AS 

Unit Test 
• Tackling stimulus-based questions
• Improving performance in 5, 10 and 25-mark questions
•  Look at how to maximise marks in the 40-mark extended 

writing question
•  Consider ways to improve the performance of your 

students in 2017

1.00pm    Lunch

2.00pm  Unit 3B: Introducing Political Ideologies
Unit 4B: Other Ideological Traditions
•  Review how students performed in the summer 2016  

Unit Tests
•  Improving performance in short-answer and essay 

questions
•  Look at how to maximise marks for synopticity in essay 

questions
• Maximising the performance of your students in 2017

  Afternoon tea will be available during this session

4.00pm    Course ends

EDEXCEL AS AND A2 POLITICAL IDEOLOGIES 
Lessons from the Summer 2016 Unit Tests and how to improve results in 2017

RELEVANT
FOR

EDEXCEL
A-LEVELAS
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Presenters: 
Andrew Colclough & Neil McNaughton

Chair: 
Eric Magee

Locations:  
Central London: Thursday, 13 October 2016 
Manchester: Tuesday, 8 November 2016

Why attend?
Join Andrew and Neil to focus on learning lessons from the 
summer 2016 AS and A2 Unit Tests and gain clear guidance on how 
to help your students improve their performance in 2016.  

• Identify how to approach the different question types and focus on 
how to maximise marks

• Review the summer Unit Tests and gain strategies to improve 
future performance

• Share ideas, concerns and questions with colleagues

Course fee: £249 + VAT

Course code: POEA131016 / POEA081116

10.00am    Registration and coffee

10.10am  Welcome and introductions

10.15am  Unit 1: People and Politics
•  Review how students performed in the summer 2016 

Unit Test
•  Improving the performance in 5, 10 and 25-mark 

questions
• Maximising the performance of your students in 2017

11.30am    Morning coffee  

11.45am  Unit 2: Governing the UK
•  Review how students performed in the summer 2016 AS 

Unit Test
•  Tackling stimulus-based questions
•  Improving performance in 5, 10 and 25-mark questions
•  Maximising marks in the 40-mark extended writing 

question
•  Improving the performance of your students in 2017

1.00pm    Lunch

2.00pm  Unit 3C: Representative Processes in the USA
Unit 4C: Governing the USA
•  Review how students performed in the summer 2016 Unit 

Tests
•  Improving performance in short-answer and essay 

questions
•  Maximising marks for synopticity in essay questions
•  Improving performance of your students in 2017

  Afternoon tea will be available during this session

4.00pm    Course ends

EDEXCEL AS AND A2 AMERICAN POLITICS 
Lessons from the Summer 2016 Unit Tests and how to improve results in 2017

RELEVANT
FOR

EDEXCEL
A-LEVELAS

Presenters:
TBC

Location: 
Central London: Nov/Dec

Why attend?
Learn from the experts what you need to know about the new 
Edexcel Politics specification for first teaching in September 2017.

More information coming soon - make sure you’re registered for 
eUpdates and be the first to hear the latest news and offers for 
Politics.

Visit: hoddereducation.co.uk/events to register.

Who should attend?
• Teachers of Edexcel AS and A2 American Politics 

•  Edexcel teachers of these units who want to learn how to improve 
the performance of their students in the 2017 unit tests

Course fee: £249 + VAT

10.00am    Registration and coffee

10.15am  Welcome and introductions

10.20am  Overview
• The new assessment objectives
• The AS core
• The A-level core
• The A-level options
• Assessment structure

10.45am  The core subject content
• Government in the UK
• Political participation in the UK
• The European Union
• Political Ideas

11.30am    Morning coffee  

11.45am  The core subject content cont.

12.00pm  AS and A-level assessment of the core content

1.00pm    Lunch

2.00pm  The A-level options: subject content
• The Government and Politics in the USA
• Global Politics

2.45pm  The A-level options: assessment

3.30pm  Your questions answered

4.00pm    Course ends

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE NEW EDEXCEL POLITICS  
SPECIFICATION FOR SEPTEMBER 2017

RELEVANT
FOR

EDEXCEL
A-LEVEL

Forward notice!

NEW
SPEC
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GLOBAL POLITICS: PAPER 3
Online: Tuesday, 26 April 2016

GLOBAL POLITICS: PAPER 4
Online: Friday, 6 May 2016

GLOBAL POLITICS: EXAMINATION TECHNIQUE
Online: Wednesday, 11 May 2016

Webinar code: POG260416

Webinar code: POG060516

Webinar code: POG110516

3.30pm Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm    To what extent is globalisation transforming  
 the world?
 • Questions on polarity systems - multipolar,  
    bipolar,unipolar?

4.55pm Conclusions

5.00pm Webinar ends

3.30pm Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm    Why is it difficult to enforce a universal standard of
 human rights?
 • Nuclear weapons proliferation? Views on stability
    and instability?

4.55pm Conclusions

5.00pm Webinar ends

3.30pm Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm    How to maximise marks on 15-mark questions
 (SAQs)
 • How to maximise marks on essays
 • How to deal with synopticity

4.55pm Conclusions

5.00pm Webinar ends

Presenters:
Hywel Jones & John Jeffries

EDEXCEL GLOBAL POLITICS 
  

How will my students benefit?
Designed to boost your students’ revision 
and help them to master challenging topics 
from within the Global Politics course.

Hywel and John will enhance your 
students’ existing in-class learning and 
prepare them to tackle the summer exams 
with confidence, by assisting students 
to identify and fill the gaps in their 
knowledge.

• Update students’ knowledge with 2 
experts in the field

• Focus on key topics

• Examine the skills needed to maximise 
the highest marks

STUDENT REVISION WEBINARS
RELEVANT

FOR
EDEXCEL

You will receive 1 teacher log-in for your establishment to use.

It is recommended to project the webinar to students in your 
classroom. 

Students are able to log-in individually, however additional 
charges will apply. 

Please contact us for further details.

Webinar costs

• Individual webinar fee: £110 + VAT

• Book 2 - 3 webinars and save 10% - use code WC0000269 when making your booking
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Presenters: Paul Jeater & Simon Lemieux

Chair: Eric Magee

Location: Central London: Wednesday, 12 October 2016

Why attend?
Join Paul, Simon and Eric on this one-day course and spend 
the morning reflecting on recent exam performance in the AS 
Unit Tests, discussing how to improve future results. Then in 
the afternoon consider A2 American Politics with problem areas 
highlighted and strategies shared on how to maximise student 
success in 2017. You will also focus on the different question types 
and gain guidance on how to tackle and improve on these.  

• Focus on learning lessons from the summer 2016 AS and A2 
American Politics Unit Tests

• Receive clear guidance on how to help your students improve 
their performance in next year’s exams

• Share strategies and identify how to tackle the different question 
types

Who should attend?
• Teachers of AQA AS and A2 American Politics 

•  AQA teachers of these units who want to learn how to improve the 
performance of their students in the 2017 Unit Tests

Course fee: £249 + VAT

Course code: POA121016

10.00am    Registration and coffee

10.10am  Welcome and introductions

10.15am  Unit 1: People, Politics and Participation
•  Review how students performed in the summer 2016 AS 

Unit Test
•  Look at tackling stimulus-based questions
•  Identify how to improve the performance of your students 

in 2017

11.30am    Morning coffee  

11.45am  Governing Modern Britain
•  Review how students performed in the summer 2016 AS 

Unit Test
•  Identify how to improve performance in the 5, 10 and 25-

mark questions
•  Receive tips on improving the performance of your 

students in 2017

1.00pm    Lunch

2.00pm  Unit 3a The Politics of the USA
Unit 4a The Government of the USA
•  Receive an overview of the summer 2016 Unit Tests
•  Focus on the 10-mark questions which caused problems
•  Review the 30-mark questions which caused problems
•  Learn the lessons for 2017 Unit Tests

4.00pm    Course ends

AQA AS POLITICS AND A2 AMERICAN POLITICS 
Lessons from the Summer 2016 Unit Tests and how to improve results in 2017

A-LEVELASRELEVANT
FOR AQA

Presenters:
TBC

Location: 
Central London: Nov/Dec

Why attend?
If you’re a teacher proposing to teach the new AQA specification or 
if you are still undecided about which new specification to teach, 
this course will provide you with the opportunity to learn about the 
new AQA specification for first teaching in September 2017.  

• Hear from experts what you need to know about the new 
specification

• Share ideas, concerns and thoughts with colleagues

More information coming soon - make sure you’re registered for 
eUpdates and be the first to hear the latest news and offers for 
Politics.

Visit: hoddereducation.co.uk/events to register.

Course fee: £249 + VAT

10.00am    Registration and coffee

10.15am  Welcome and introductions

10.20am  Overview
• The new assessment objectives
• The AS core
• The A-level core
• The A-level options
• Assessment structure

10.45am  The core subject content
• Government in the UK
• Political participation in the UK
• The European Union
• Political Ideas

11.30am    Morning coffee  

11.45am  The core subject content cont.

12.00pm  AS and A-level assessment of the core content

1.00pm    Lunch

2.00pm  The A-level options: subject content
• The government and politics in the USA
• Global Politics

2.45pm  The A-level options: assessment

3.30pm  Your questions answered

4.00pm    Course ends

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE NEW AQA POLITICS  
SPECIFICATION FOR SEPTEMBER 2017

A-LEVELRELEVANT
FOR AQA

NEW
SPEC

Forward notice!
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Presenters:
Dr. Bryony Ralph, Sam Schmitt, Andrew Sykes & Jacqui Thwaites

Location: 
Central London: Thursday, 23 June 2016

Why attend?
Competition to read Economics or Economics related degrees at 
top universities has increased dramatically in recent years. This 
course is aimed at Economics teachers who have responsibility for 
preparing their students for entry to Oxbridge Colleges and Russell 
Group Universities. It will provide:

• teachers with skills and techniques required to maximise the 
chances of their students of receiving good offers 

• tips on writing personal statements 

• expert advice on developing the skills required for the Thinking 
Skills Assessment

• strategies for tackling the numerical skills required for the 
Thinking Skills Assessment 

• an understanding of the mathematical skills tested at interviews 
and required in university economics courses

Masterclass fee: £289 + VAT

Masterclass code: EC230616

10.15am    Registration and coffee

10.25am  Welcome and introductions

10.30am  Personal statements; enrichment activities
• What to write and what not to write in personal 

statements 
• Preparation for interviews: including problem solving and 

game theory questions
• Enrichment activities: suggested activities for students

11.15am    Morning coffee  

11.30am  The Critical Thinking Elements of the Thinking Skills 
Assessment
•  An in-depth analysis of the techniques required in 

answering critical thinking questions on the TSA papers

12.45pm    Lunch

1.45pm  Criteria required for a successful application;  
school/college references
• A forum with university admissions tutors

2.50pm    Afternoon tea

3.00pm  Numerical aspects of the TSA
• Interview questions, mathematics skills required

3.30pm  Preparing for the Oxford Essay (part of the entrance exam)

4.00pm  Plenary session

4.15pm    Course ends

PREPARING YOUR STUDENTS FOR ENTRY INTO  
RUSSELL GROUP UNIVERSITIES

RELEVANT
FOR ALL
MAJOR
SPECSNEW

Presenter:
Eric Magee

Locations: 
Central London: Tuesday, 21 June 2016 

Central London: Wednesday, 29 June 2016

Why attend?
Have you decided which specification you are going to choose, 
and are you aware of the key differences between them? Join Eric 
Magee to hear an evaluation of the strengths and weaknesses 
of each of the AQA and Edexcel Politics specifications, and make 
an informed choice on which one would best suit you and your 
students.

• Receive guidance on how to plan your teaching of whichever new 
specification you choose

• Be fully informed and return to your school ready to begin 
teaching it in September 2017

Course fee: £249 + VAT

Course codes: PO210616 / PO290616

10.15am    Registration and coffee

10.30am  Welcome and introduction

10.35am  The rules of the game explained
• Aims and objectives
• Subject content: knowledge and understanding 
• Skills/Assessment Objectives
• The AS Core
• The A-level Core and Options

11.00am  The AQA Specification
• Subject content and Assessment: AS and A-level
• Strengths and weaknesses of the AQA specification

11.30am    Morning coffee  

11.50am  The AQA Specification cont.

12.30pm  Should I choose the AQA specification?

1.00pm    Lunch

2.00pm  The Edexcel Specification
• Subject content and Assessment: AS and A-level
• Strengths and weaknesses of the Edexcel specification

3.00pm    Afternoon tea

3.10pm  The Edexcel Specification cont.

3.40pm  Should I choose the Edexcel specification?

4.00pm    Course ends

THE NEW A-LEVEL POLITICS SPECIFICATIONS:   
WHICH SHOULD I CHOOSE TO TEACH, AND WHY?

A-LEVEL
RELEVANT
FOR ALL
MAJOR
SPECS
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Presenter:
Lesley Clark

Locations: 
Central London: Monday, 27 June 2016

Central London: Monday, 4 July 2016

Why attend?
Join Lesley as she introduces what Flipped Learning is and discover 
new techniques which can radically improve your teaching life. You 
will explore the opportunities that this cutting edge pedagogy offers 
teachers of A-level and join in using the methodology during the 
workshop itself.

• Learn how to develop higher level learning opportunities for your 
classroom

• Discuss practical strategies to improve your students’ 
independence and study skills

• Explore ideas to make assessment a more effective learning tool 
whilst reducing your marking burden

Course fee: £249 + VAT

Course codes: SM270616 / SM040716

10.00am    Registration and coffee

10.15am  Introduction to the principles of Flipped Learning
• Explore the principles of ‘flipping’ – how can we
   flip what is traditionally seen as ‘classwork’ with
   ‘homework’?
• Deal with potential barriers to successful flipping

11.15am    Morning coffee

11.30am  Strategies for the flipped classroom
• Build a portfolio of ideas for the classroom – how best to 

use this time
• Discuss increasing the exploratory nature of learning and
   raising your 1:1 interactions with students

12.30pm    Lunch

1.30pm  Strategies to deal with independent learning / homework /
assessment
• Learn how to use homework to cover basic knowledge 

and understanding
• Explore Schemes of Assessment and discuss where best 

to assess students

2.30pm    Afternoon tea

2.45pm  Using ICT: Possible ICT applications for Flipped Learning
• A brief review of helpful ICT applications

2.45pm  Q&A
• Lesley will be available for any questions and to help 

clarify individual concerns

4.00pm    Course ends

FLIPPED LEARNING AT A-LEVEL: 
AN INTRODUCTION

RELEVANT
FOR ALL
MAJOR
SPECS

A-LEVEL

Presenters:
London: Andrew Colclough & Neil McNaughton

Manchester: Nick Gallop & Neil McNaughton

Chair:
Eric Magee

Locations: 
Manchester: Tuesday, 19 April 2016

Central London: Wednesday, 27 April 2016 

Why attend?
Prepare your students for the best possible A-level grades by 
signing them up to this one-day conference. Led by experienced 
teachers, authors and examiners, the day will provide essential 
examples to achieve top grades and update your students’ 
knowledge on key Political topics from Unit 1 and Unit 2.

• Prepare your students for Units 1 and 2 of the Edexcel, AQA and 
OCR specifications

• Focus on 8 key topics, four from Unit 1 and four from Unit 2

• Provide your students with the up-to-date knowledge, ideas and 
examples essential for top A-level grades

Conference fee: £24 inc. VAT per place. 
1 free teacher place for every 10 students booked

Conference codes: PO190416 / PO270416

11.00am  Welcome and introductions

11.05am  2015 general election
• Are coalitions more effective than single-party 

government?

11.35am  Referendums
• Do they complement representative democracy?

12.05pm  UK political parties
• Still a two-party system?

12.35pm  US pressure groups
• Are outsider groups now more influential than insider 

groups?

1.05pm    Lunch

2.00pm  The Constitution
•  Is codification desirable?

2.30pm  Parliament
• Needs reforming to meet the needs of a modern 

democracy?

3.00pm  Prime ministerial power
• Depends on personality and the prevailing political 

circumstances?

3.30pm  Judges and liberty
• Are civil liberties under threat in the UK?

4.00pm    Conference ends

AS POLITICS STUDENT REVISION DAY  AS
RELEVANT
FOR ALL
MAJOR
SPECS
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Presenter:
Susan Chan

Location: 
Central London: Thursday, 23 June 2016

Why attend?
Mindfulness means paying attention in a particular way: on 
purpose, in the present moment and non-judgementally. This 
course is perfect for professionals with a teaching or coaching role 
within a school or college looking for training. Course presenter, 
Susan Chan, will also provide you with a downloadable file with a 
range of Mindfulness coaching practices specifically created for  
this CPD course.

The programme will be focused at two levels:
1 Individual 

• A background to Mindfulness

• Take part in activities to try techniques and skills

• Improve decision making choices

• Reduce levels of stress

• Create a work/life balance

• Personal well-being

• Build up personal, interpersonal and communication skills 

•  Use these skills to have a positive impact on negative actions and 
reactions with students

2 Application of Mindfulness coaching approaches to young people 

Research indicates that a Mindfulness programme can have the 
potential to allow the students to:

• Experience greater well-being

• Cope with mental stresses linked to being anxious or depressed

• Fulfil potential and improve personal and academic skills

• Be more creative, calm and relaxed

• Manage everyday stresses and strains of adolescent life

• Improve concentration and focus

Course fee: £249 + VAT

Course code: MIND230616

10.00am    Registration and coffee

10.15am  Welcome and introduction

10.20am  Mindfulness, the background, the benefits
• Guided practice

11.15am    Morning coffee

11.30am  Keep fit for the body and the mind 
• A toolkit for resilience and de-stress
• Guided practice  

12.30pm    Lunch

1.30pm  Approaches to working with students and young people 
• Being with the ‘difficult’ and getting them to recognise 

their mind
• Guided practices for students and young people
• Experience greater well-being

2.25pm    Afternoon tea

2.35pm  Approaches to working with students and young people
• Creating space in their mind
• Coping with the everyday stresses and strains of 

adolescent life
• Building on the strength of good 

3.15pm  Plenary, discussion and feedback

4.00pm    Course ends

MINDFULNESS BASED COACHING INTERVENTION:  
AN INTRODUCTION TO MINDFUL COACHING PRACTICES

Susan Chan 
Susan is an accredited de-stress 
consultant, business mentor with the 
Chamber of Commerce and an accredited 
CPD provider for Education Scotland.

PRESENTER

“Informative, pragmatic and 
insightful! 5 out of 5!”

Sandy Latham, Teacher and Examiner 
of Psychology, Brockenhurst College

“5 out of 5!  
Very informative and helpful”
Terry Sayers, Head of Humanities, 

Icknield High School

“Susan is incredibly knowledgeable 
and engaging. I will be sharing what 

I have learnt today with SLT and 
staff in order to develop the whole 

school curriculum.”
Leah Davenport, Religious Studies Teacher, 

The Grange School
Feedback from our previous course:
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BOOKING FORM

FEES

HOW TO BOOK

ANY QUESTIONS

 Book online - simply visit: hoddereducation.co.uk/events

 Contact Hannah, Zoe or Alex on: 01295 222777

@ Email us at: events@hoddereducation.co.uk

 Post this form back to us at:
Hodder Education, Blenheim Court, George Street
Banbury, OX16 5BH

 Fax this booking form to us on: 01295 222745

Once your booking has been made (subject to availability), you will receive  
confirmation via email of your place, a full VAT invoice will then be posted to 
you. Final details are emailed approximately 2 weeks before the date of the 
event. Our full Terms and Conditions are available on our website.

The fee for a full-day CPD event covers all written materials, three-course 
buffet lunch and refreshments. Should delegates have any specific dietary  
requirements please inform Customer Services on 01295 222777.  
A cancellation charge of £80 plus VAT will be incurred for any booking  
cancelled less than 3 weeks before the date of the event. The full fee is 
payable if you do not cancel your booking and do not attend. Full Terms and 
Conditions can be found at: hoddereducation.co.uk/events/T-Cs

Contact Hannah, Zoe or Alex on: 01295 222777 (at local rates) or visit:
hoddereducation.co.uk/events/FAQs.

Course code(s):    

Delegate name(s):    

Job title(s):    

Email address*:    

Establishment name:    

Address:    

    

    

    

        Postcode: 

Telephone:    

Date:    

Purchase order number:     

Please specify any special dietary requirements
(e.g. vegetarian, vegan, gluten-free)

    

* Your email address is required so we can send you information about your 
event. We will also register you to receive e-updates about forthcoming events  
and publications from Hodder Education Group. We will not share your  
information with anyone outside of Hodder Education Group companies. 

 Please tick if you do not wish to receive e-updates

As well as Teacher Training days and webinars, we can support you with our print and digital  
resources that are written by subject specialists including Eric Magee, Neil McNaughton and  
Dr. Anthony J Bennett.

To request Inspection Copies of any textbooks or supporting resources, or to request a free trial of any 
digital resources, visit: hoddereducation.co.uk/politics today or attend one of our CPD events this year.

Experts bringing 
you up-to-date:

Written by Neil McNaughton and edited by Eric Magee,  
the Annual Updates 2016 review and analyse key events in  

UK and US politics, giving your students the topical  
information they need to get the top grades.

Rolling  
revision:

Reinforce students’ understanding throughout their course with 
our Student Unit Guides and Workbooks, and sharpen their 

exam skills with My Revision Notes.

Let the experts guide your students to success. 

In-depth  
political analysis 

in context: 

Politics Review magazine delivers topical articles in an A-level 
context that inspire students’ thinking and develop independent 

study skills. Available in print and as an eMagazine, plus the 
Magazine Archive gives you access to 22 years’ worth of  

magazine articles. See hoddereducation.co.uk/politicsreview.


